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Função Analista

Descrição
Perfil pretendido Our Talent Acquisition team is dedicated to finding the perfect candidates for Infineon. In

this position, you will have an important role in supporting us with our internal and
external metrics and KPIs, as well as with our reporting and data analysis, on a global
level.

In your new role, you will:
- Support Talent acquisition activities by analyzing and reporting recruiting KPIs and
other relevant metrics;
- Perform market analyses to support location strategy, analyze competitors’ hiring trends
and talent availability;
- Generate comprehensive reports that can support data-driven decision making;
- Communicate the data clearly and comprehensively to internal counterparts.

Your profile
You have an analytical mindset, a hands-on attitude, and an organized working style.
You are a team player, and you feel comfortable in communicating and sharing your
ideas.

You are best equipped for this task if you have:
- A University Degree in Psychology, Human Resources, Economics, Management, or a
similar field;
- An analytical mindset and attention to detail at all times;
- Good knowledge of analytics and/or statistical tools, such as Excel;
- Knowledge of SPSS, R, or Tableau is a plus;
- Great communication skills and a strong orientation to collaborate;
- Good command of English.

Please attach your CV in English so we can get to know you better.
Apply here: https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/jobsearch/jobsearch/HRC0700550-
Talent-Acquisition-Analytics-Trainee-f-m-div/

Número de vagas 1
País

Distrito
Condições oferecidas -

Contacto https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/jobsearch/jobsearch/HRC0700550-Talent-
Acquisition-Analytics-Trainee-f-m-div/

Observações

Cursos
Sem cursos preferenciais.
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